Host immune systems impose natural selection on pathogen populations, which respond by evolving different antigenic signatures. Like many evolutionary processes, pathogen evolution reflects an interaction between different levels of selection; pathogens can win in between-strain competition by taking over individual hosts (within-host level) or by infecting more hosts (population level). Vaccination, which intensifies and modifies selection by protecting hosts against one or more pathogen strains, can drive the emergence of new dominant pathogen strains-a phenomenon called vaccine-induced pathogen strain replacement. Here, we review reports of increased incidence of subdominant variants after vaccination campaigns and extend the current model for pathogen strain replacement, which assumes that pathogen strain replacement occurs only through the differential effectiveness of vaccines against different pathogen strains. Based on a recent theoretical study, we suggest a broader range of possible mechanisms, some of which allow pathogen strain replacement even when vaccines are perfectthat is, they protect all vaccinated individuals completely against all pathogen strains. We draw an analogy with ecological and evolutionary explanations for competitive dominance and coexistence that allow for tradeoffs between different competitive and life-history traits.
INTRODUCTION
Infectious diseases are a leading cause of death worldwide. As public health systems devise and implement strategies to control known diseases, newly emerging diseases (e.g. AIDS, hantavirus pulmonary syndrome, SARS) and re-emerging diseases (e.g. malaria, pertussis, tuberculosis) continue to challenge epidemiologists. Of the fourteen Grand Challenges in Global Health, six are related to vaccine-preventable diseases (Varmus et al. 2003) . The re-emerging diseases are largely driven by social and economic changes, but can also reflect evolutionary changes in pathogens; understanding such evolution is critical to controlling re-emergence.
Host responses have always imposed strong selective pressures on pathogens. Advantages of micro-organisms in this coevolutionary race include high mutation rates, large population sizes and short generations; vertebrate hosts counter with high levels of genetic diversity, recombination and adaptive immunity. Recently, humans have added vaccination (which pre-arms adaptive immune responses to reject pathogens at first encounter) and chemotherapy (which supplements immunity by blocking key biochemical processes in pathogens) to their defensive arsenal. These new weapons can destabilize the existing host-pathogen evolutionary equilibria or accelerate pathogen evolution (Gandon et al. 2001; Lee & Suarez 2004; Mackinnon & Read 2004) , leading to the phenomenon of treatment-induced pathogen strain replacement, in which vaccination or chemotherapy (box 1) drives emergence and dominance of a once-rare pathogen strain (we use pathogen type, strain and variant synonymously in the remainder of this article).
To reach high prevalence, pathogens must escape from the host immune system and/or resist chemotherapeutic agents; to persist, they must also compete successfully with other pathogen strains at both withinhost and population levels of interaction. Strains that dominate competition within hosts can cause sickness in individual hosts; strains that successfully transmit to new hosts can increase in prevalence. When anthropogenic changes in selection alter the competitive balance among pathogens, novel pathogen strains can (re)emerge in the population (pathogen strain replacement). One example of great public health concern is the re-emergence of multi-drug-resistant tuberculosis (Espinal et al. 2001) . Other potential examples include vaccine-resistant pertussis (Mooi et al. 2001) , but are less firmly established. Given the huge population sizes and high mutation rates of many pathogenic agents, a concern with pathogen strain replacement should be a component of any long-term vaccination programme.
The standard explanation for treatment-induced pathogen strain replacement rests on the frequent observation that different strains respond differently to treatment; if a dominant strain is strongly affected by treatment while a rare strain is not (differential effectiveness), it is no surprise that the previously rare strain can then dominate both individual hosts and the host population (although, typically, at a lower prevalence than the original dominant strains, Bonhoeffer et al. 1997) . Here, however, we suggest that treatment can lead to strain replacement through a variety of changes in the competitive environment, even when treatment affects all pathogen strains equally (e.g. vaccination protects all vaccinated individuals completely against all strains; here we consider only vaccines that prevent infection, as opposed to vaccines that change other within-host characteristics of infection such as infectious period, transmissibility or virulence; Gandon et al. 2001) .
While chemotherapy and vaccination share many characteristics, they may differ in their action (e.g. chemotherapy is usually a response to symptoms, while vaccination is usually prophylactic; chemotherapy complements the immune response, while vaccination enhances it). We focus here on vaccination, although we revisit briefly strain replacement driven by chemotherapy in the discussion.
WHAT IS STRAIN REPLACEMENT?
It is useful to start with a more precise definition of strain replacement. Generally speaking, strain replacement is the phenomenon of substitution through time of one or more initially dominant strains of a pathogen by another strain or strains. It occurs through the interaction of dynamics at two levels.
-Within-host (individual-level) strain replacement is the replacement of a strain that dominated the initial infection of a particular host by a new strain, without any intervening recovery period (Bogaert et al. 2004; Smith et al. 2005) . While mechanisms of within-host competition and strain replacement are important (Mackinnon & Read 2004) , we will focus here on population-level strain replacement. -Between-host (population-level) strain replacement, in its simplest form, occurs when a once-common strain in the population becomes rare, while a second (previously rare) strain increases to a prevalence greater than that of the first strain, due to a deterministic process (rather than, say, ecological drift in a rare host population).
Box 1. Glossary of terms.
Antigen a foreign substance that elicits an immune response. Chemotherapy the use of chemical agents to treat or control disease.
Co-infection simultaneous infection of a host by multiple strains. Conjugate vaccine a vaccine created by attaching a poor antigen that cannot elicit a T-cell immune response to a carrier protein that can do so. Cross-immunity partial immune protection against a strain generated by an antigenically similar strain. Differential effectiveness difference in the reduction of disease transmission (level of protection) to vaccinated individuals. In the two extremes, vaccine can be completely effective and protect all vaccinated individuals or be completely ineffective when all vaccinated individuals are as susceptible as non-vaccinated individuals. Dominant strain strain that either persists alone or has the highest prevalence in the population. Subdominant strain a strain that persists in the population with lower prevalence than the dominant strain.
Herd immunity resistance of the entire population to the spread of an infectious disease due to the immunity of a high proportion of that population. Incidence number of new disease cases per unit of time. Perfect vaccine a vaccine uniformly and completely effective against all strains of a pathogen (article usage).
The general usage signifies vaccines that are fully protective against the targeted strains. Prevalence number (or proportion) of cases. Superinfection the process of a strain taking over a host already infected by a different strain. In general, the second infecting micro-organism may arise from the existing infecting strain by mutation (endogenous superinfection) or may come as a second infection from an external source (exogenous superinfection). In this article superinfection means exogenous superinfection. We also limit superinfection to the case where the second strain displaces the first, not simply (as in some medical literature), non-simultaneous co-infection by two strains. Trade off mechanism any process that allows a strain with a lower reproduction number to coexist with a strain with a higher reproduction number. In the absence of such a mechanism, the strain with the higher reproduction number must (eventually) exclude the strain with the lower reproduction number.
By definition, strain replacement is a consequence of increased absolute fitness (at the population level) of the replacement strain, and/or decreased fitness of the initial strain. The deployment of a treatment such as vaccination changes conditions (e.g. the proportion of hosts susceptible to one or the other strain), which in turn changes the competitive balance between strains and hence their absolute fitnesses, ultimately shifting their relative and absolute abundances.
WHAT CAUSES STRAIN REPLACEMENT?
The currently accepted model of population level strain replacement relies on the selective nature of vaccine protection. Consider a pathogen with negligible coinfection: for simplicity, lump together vaccine strains (and all strains that suffer significant cross-immunity) as strain 1 and all other non-vaccine strains-strains that at least partially escape the vaccine-as strain 2. Since vaccines are typically targeted against dominant strains, strain 1 will be the dominant strain before vaccination, while strain 2 will have low prevalence. After a successful vaccination campaign, the prevalence of strain 1 should drop (indeed, this is how one measures 'success'); however, the prevalence of strain 2 may simultaneously increase to become a new public health problem. Strain replacement has then occurred at the population level and it is vaccine induced-driven by a vaccine-induced reduction in the susceptible pool for strain 1. This replacement occurs because strain 2 can still infect vaccinated individuals and no longer has to compete with strain 1 for them. Those unvaccinated individuals who have contacts only with vaccinated individuals are protected by a population-level mechanism called herd immunity; herd immunity against strain 1 further reduces competition between strains for susceptible individuals. By reducing the prevalence of the dominant strain (strain 1), a differentially effective vaccine frees 'resources'-available susceptible hosts-allowing strain 2 to proliferate (Lipsitch 1999) and driving population-level strain replacement (Porco & Blower 1998; Lipsitch 1999 ).
IS IT A STRAIN REPLACEMENT?
Researchers use widely varying criteria to infer strain replacement. The only common element is an observed decline in the prevalence of vaccine strains accompanied by an increased prevalence of at least one nonvaccine strain. Many studies now report such increases (table 1) . However, some researchers reject the observed increases in non-vaccine-type prevalence alone as evidence of vaccine-induced strain replacement. Increases in observed prevalence can be caused by 'unmasking'-an increased ability to detect a nonvaccine strain within individual patients in the absence of the vaccine strain increases the apparent prevalence of the non-vaccine strain at the population level (Lipsitch 2001) . Even without unmasking, one may need information on prior prevalence of non-vaccine strains, or evidence that increasing prevalence is not part of a general trend, to infer strain replacement (Urwin et al. 1996; Lipsitch 1999; Ribeiro et al. 2003) .
Increased rates of carriage (i.e. presence of a microorganism in an individual with or without clinical disease) of non-vaccine strains among vaccinated individuals in a clinical trial, relative to non-vaccinated controls, suggest vaccine-induced strain replacement in the treatment subjects (Lipsitch 2001) . However, since strain replacement is at least partly a population-level phenomenon, such an observation is neither a necessary Review. Pathogen strain replacement M. Martcheva et al. 5 nor a sufficient condition to establish whether strain replacement will be a problem in the population at large. A vaccination programme restricted to a small experimental group will not generate the herd immunity expected if the programme extended to a large fraction of the population. Consequently, small-scale vaccination programmes have a lower probability of controlling the vaccine strain and of causing strain replacement. Conversely, in a case-control study of vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals during a mass vaccination effort, an increase in prevalence of nonvaccine strains in the vaccinated group could spill over to the control group, decreasing the differences between case and control groups and leading to a failure to infer strain replacement, even when it has occurred. For this reason, most surveillance studies monitor increases in non-vaccine strains in the general population without regard to the individuals' vaccine status, but such an approach leaves the causal link to vaccination uncertain. Furthermore, classical experimental designs based on randomization and replication are logistically unfeasible at the population level. While tools from economics and environmental science can facilitate analysis of large, unreplicated 'experiments' (Box & Tiao 1975; Stewart-Oaten et al. 1992; Underwood 1994) , these tools
have not yet been applied to this problem.
Many of the studies in table 1 report only modest increases in non-vaccine strains; even if they represent statistically significant strain replacement, such increases may be epidemiologically insignificant. Public health officials are most concerned with the overall level of disease mortality and morbidity. They will certainly care if strain replacement erases gains from vaccination and leads to constant (or even increased) overall prevalence under vaccination (Huang et al. 2005) ; or if non-vaccine strains become absolutely more prevalent (not just a higher proportion of infected hosts; Sarangi et al. 2000) ; or if the non-vaccine strains have higher average virulence, either by chance or owing to selection for virulence (Gandon et al. 2001 ; the general public may react badly to a vaccine-induced increase in a virulent strain, even if the overall disease burden is lower than before vaccination). Mathematical models can in principle illuminate all these forms of strain replacement. In the remainder of this article, we will consider a limiting case: strain 1 is dominant and strain 2 absent (competitively excluded) before vaccination, while after vaccination strain 1 disappears while strain 2 invades. Thus, strain replacement reflects a reversal of competitive dominance.
DO WE REALLY UNDERSTAND THE MECHANISM(S) OF STRAIN REPLACEMENT?
Differential effectiveness of vaccine is widely accepted as the causal mechanism of strain replacement. Many mathematical models have investigated this mechanism and its potential impact on disease control and eradication. These models assume that a vaccine has strainspecific effects because (i) parameters estimated from data can support the assumption (e.g. Blower et al. 2005) or (ii) differential effectiveness is simply assumed to be the causal mechanism of strain replacement (Lipsitch 1997 (Lipsitch , 1999 Porco & Blower 1998 .
If we believe that differential effectiveness drives strain replacement, we should direct our efforts towards improving the breadth of vaccine effectiveness. One strategy is to include more and more strains in the vaccine, as for example in vaccines developed against Streptococcus pneumoniae. For many pathogens, however, this approach is not technically feasible. Another strategy is to design vaccines that target some vulnerable feature common to all strains (e.g. conserved surface proteins ; Jedrzejas 2001; Miller 2003; ID Biomedical 2005) .
A recent theoretical study, however, suggests that our knowledge of the causal mechanism of strain replacement may be incomplete. Iannelli et al. (2005) analyse a model of vaccination against a pathogen with two strains. The vaccine is assumed 'perfect' in the sense that it confers full immunity against both strains. If strain replacement can be driven only by differential effectiveness, then making the vaccine perfect should prevent strain replacement. Surprisingly, the authors find that strain replacement can occur if strains differ sufficiently in their within-host competitive abilities-for example through differential ability to super-or co-infect.
THE CAUSAL MECHANISM OF STRAIN REPLACEMENT
To understand such strain replacement, we have to understand what factors control strain dominance. The reproduction numbers and invasion reproduction numbers of the strains quantitatively integrate these factors to determine competitive outcomes. The reproduction number (also called the basic reproduction number) of a strain is defined as the expected number of secondary infections one infectious individual can produce during its lifetime as an infectious individual placed in an entirely susceptible population. Often, the strain with the largest reproduction number dominates in the population (Bremermann & Thieme 1989) . This rule of dominance holds when exclusion is the only possible population level outcome of the competition. However, if population level coexistence is possible, the strain with the highest reproduction number may not even persist Martcheva & Pilyugin 2006) . The reproduction number describes the initial dynamics of a pathogen introduced into a completely susceptible host population. However, dominance of a strain in the host population is determined not just by its ability to invade a completely susceptible host population, but also by its ability to invade an established population of another strain, described by its invasion reproduction number. The invasion reproduction number of strain i (iZ1, 2),R i , measures the ability of strain i to invade a host population where the other strain is already present and at equilibrium: it is the expected number of secondary infections produced by one infectious individual containing strain i, introduced into a population where the other strain is at equilibrium. This definition makes invasion reproduction numbers as special cases of what is known as the 'effective reproduction number'. Typically, strain 1 dominates when strain 2 cannot invade its equilibrium ðR 2 ! 1Þ. This dominance is absolute, that is, it holds for all initial conditions, if strain 1 can also invade the equilibrium of strain 2 ðR 1 O 1Þ; analogous conditions apply to strain 2. When neither strain can invade an equilibrium population of the other strain (R 1 ! 1 andR 2 ! 1), which strain dominates depends on the initial conditions ('founder control' or 'priority effect'). When each strain can invade the other's equilibrium (R 1 O 1 andR 2 O 1), they are expected to coexist.
Reproduction numbers and invasion reproduction numbers depend on the vaccination rate j (appendix A). Vaccination always decreases reproduction numbers. However, a vaccine that protects equally against both strains, and even a vaccine that protects completely against all strains, can have very different effects on the invasion capabilities of different strains. Depending on the biological characteristics of the strains and their interdependence in the absence of vaccination, increasing vaccination rates may decrease the invasion reproduction number of one strain while increasing the invasion reproduction number of the other (figure 2; see appendix A). Suppose strain 1 dominates in the population in the absence of vaccination, while strain 2 cannot persist (R 2 ð0Þ! 1 andR 1 ð0ÞO 1). Increasing vaccination rates may decreaseR 1 and increaseR 2 ; at a critical vaccination level j Ã ,R 1 ðj Ã Þ may drop below 1 whileR 2 ðj Ã Þ rises above 1. If this happens, strain 2 can now invade and outcompete strain 1, and strain replacement occurs (figure 1 shows an example of how prevalence of both strains changes with vaccination rate). Thus, strain replacement can occur if vaccination has reciprocal effects on the invasion capabilities of the two strains (decreasing the invasion number of dominant strains and increasing the invasion number of inferior strains; figure 2).
If competitive exclusion is the only possible outcome of population-level competition between strains, then vaccination by an equally effective (or perfectly effective) vaccine will not affect the invasion reproduction numbers (consider the invasion reproduction numbers in appendix A with dZ0, i.e. no superinfection), and vaccine-induced strain replacement (in the narrow sense we consider here) is impossible. Therefore, the possibility of vaccine-induced strain replacement depends on the details of competitive outcomes at the within-host level. In particular, it depends on the existence of some asymmetry in the mode of transmission or within-host competitive effectiveness of the strain, an asymmetry whose impact on population-level competition changes as the vaccination level increases. This is a clear indication that models will be necessary to understand how population-level consequences emerge from individual-level pathogen interactions.
WHY DOES DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTIVENESS OF THE VACCINE LEAD TO STRAIN REPLACEMENT?
Suppose the vaccine is differentially effective, preventing infection by vaccine strain(s) but only partially protecting against non-vaccine strains. Even in the absence of other differences between the strains, vaccination can allow coexistence of multiple strains, in contrast with equally effective vaccines (even those that are not fully protective). This conclusion follows from mathematical models (Mclean 1995) , but empirical studies have also found an increased genetic diversity of pathogens following a vaccination campaign (Schouls et al. 2005) . As vaccine levels increase, the invasion capability of the vaccine strain decreases, eventually dropping to zero (i.e.R 1 ! 1). In contrast, the non-vaccine strain can infect vaccinated individuals, so its invasion capability increases with vaccination rate (from the combination of increasing numbers of vaccinated individuals and increased herd immunity against the vaccine strain). Thus, the differential effectiveness of the vaccine leads to reciprocal and opposite effects on the invasion capabilities Review. Pathogen strain replacement M. Martcheva et al. 7 of the two strains. If the vaccine strain dominates in the absence of vaccination, the vaccine reduces its invasion capabilities and eliminates it. If the non-vaccine strain is excluded in the absence of vaccination, the vaccine allows it to invade.
OTHER TRADE OFF MECHANISMS
A trade off mechanism is a difference between organisms (species or strains) that can allow coexistence; for example, some plant species' dispersal ability may require traits that lower their ability to compete for local resources, leading to a competition-colonization trade off (Holmes & Wilson 1998) . In the epidemiological context, many different trade off mechanisms can lead to reciprocal effects of vaccination on invasion numbers and drive strain replacement, even if the vaccine is equally and perfectly effective against both strains. In this section, we will consider such a best-case scenario of perfect vaccines. Many pathogen strains are known to have differential capabilities for superinfection , where one strain can rapidly take over hosts already infected with another strain (Smith et al. 2005) . Strain replacement in Iannelli et al.'s study (2005) arises from the assumption that strain 1 can superinfect individuals carrying strain 2, but strain 2 can rarely or never superinfect individuals harbouring strain 1. (In fact, the model equations can be reinterpreted to allow some superinfection by strain 2, with the strain 1 superinfection rate really representing the difference between the superinfection rates of strain 2 by 1 and vice versa.) The vaccine targets both strains, and vaccinated individuals are completely removed from the population (from the pathogens' perspective). Increasing vaccination levels decrease the equilibrium prevalence of each pathogen when alone. Since strain 1 can infect hosts infected with strain 2, when strain 2 is at equilibrium, vaccination reduces the resources for strain 1 and decreases its invasion capabilities. Conversely, when strain 1 is at equilibrium, decreasing its equilibrium prevalence reduces the rate of superinfection, thereby increasing strain 2's invasion capabilities. This asymmetry in superinfection causes opposite effects of the vaccine on the potential for invasion by the two strains.
Co-infection (May & Nowak 1995) , where hosts can harbour both strains for significant time periods, provides a milder form of tradeoff. Since co-infection acts symmetrically-it removes jointly infected individuals from both strains' susceptible pools-it is natural to ask whether co-infection can allow strain replacement via perfect, equal vaccination. The answer is yes, if co-infection ability is asymmetric; for example, if strain 1 can co-infect individuals infected with strain 2 but not vice versa. To further weaken strain 2, assume that jointly infected individuals cannot transmit strain 2. Vaccination decreases the equilibrium prevalence of strain 1, leading to fewer jointly infected individuals who can spread strain 1, and thereby decreasing the invasion capabilities of strain 1. Vaccination also decreases the equilibrium prevalence of strain 2, but since strain 2 suffers more severely from competition, the net effect of vaccination (through the positive effect of decreased co-infection) can be an increase in its invasion capabilities. Figure 3 shows how the invasion reproduction numbers of each species depend on vaccination rate for this scenario.
The strong assumptions in the scenario above (perfectly asymmetric co-infectiveness, absence of strain 2 transmission from co-infected individuals) simplify analysis, but are not necessary to allow strain replacement. Figure 4 shows a case of strain replacement in a co-infection model with asymmetric, but not perfectly asymmetric, co-infection rates (Martcheva 2007) .
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Pathogen strain replacement weakens disease control. Understanding how it works is of paramount importance for future success in the control and eradication of infectious diseases. Developing this understanding requires bringing together concepts from immunology, epidemiology, ecology and evolution.
Modelling can lead the way to the integration of all these perspectives. Dynamical, immunological or epidemiological models have long had an ecological perspective, and more recently they have been linked to trait evolution (mostly through adaptive dynamics, e.g. Dieckmann et al. 2002) . The mutual infusion of immunological and epidemiological modelling has only begun recently, but it is currently developing rapidly.
However, models can only determine logical possibilities. In order to quantify the relative importance of different within-host mechanisms, we will need data on the asymmetries of superinfection and co-infection of different strains. At present, such data are typically available either from small numbers of closely observed patients (Laskus et al. 2001; Ramos et al. 2002) or from in vitro or animal-model studies (Turner et al. 1999; Hirano 2001; Novella et al. 2004; Zhao et al. 2006) . Statistical analyses of strain co-occurrence may be able to Figure 3 . Invasion numbers as a function of vaccination rate: the case of co-infection. The figure assumes that vaccinated individuals are completely protected against both strains. As before,R 1 is a decreasing function, whileR 2 is an increasing function. For j!6, the invasion reproduction numbers satisfŷ R 1 O 1 andR 2 ! 1, so strain 1 will competitively exclude strain 2. For 6!j!9, the invasion reproduction numbers satisfyR 1 O 1 andR 2 O 1 and the two strains coexist. For jO9, the invasion reproduction numbers satisfyR 1 ! 1 and R 2 O 1, so strain 2 prevails. The reproduction numbers in the absence of vaccination are R 1 ð0ÞZ 25 and R 2 ð0ÞZ 40.
quantify some forms of within-host competition (Turner et al. 1999 ), but we are unlikely ever to have the level of information available from ecological studies where infected individuals can be released and recaptured to determine within-host strain turnover rates (Sousa 1993 ). Nevertheless, epidemiologists should try to determine how much information on superinfection and co-infection rates can be determined from population-level data.
The general idea of tradeoffs in local competition determining population-level coexistence and replacement has previously been explored in the ecological literature, in the context of habitat destruction (analogous to vaccination; Nee & May 1992; Tilman et al. 1994) . Theoretical biologists have long appreciated the analogy between metapopulation ecology, in which suitable habitat patches can be empty or occupied by one or more plant or animal species, and epidemiology, in which hosts can be susceptible or infected by one or more pathogen strains . Klausmeier & Tilman (2002, see their fig. 3 .2) in an ecological context describe the main model discussed here (with neither co-infection nor superinfection) as 'local founder control'; the superinfection model as 'hierarchical competition'; and the co-infection case (approximately) as '1 better than 2'. Ecologists are well aware that the detailed assumptions about biological mechanisms and asymmetries in models of competition, especially the details of within-patch interactions, can determine population-level outcomes (Pacala & Rees 1998) . The match between disciplines is not perfect; ecologists have focused on species coexistence, while epidemiologists tend to focus on strain replacement. Habitat destruction and vaccination differ in their effects on the dynamics of single patches/hosts, e.g. are patches destroyed permanently or temporarily? Do patch turnover rate or the mortality of individuals within the patch change? The immunological details needed to understand within-host competition in detail will differ greatly from the ecological details needed to understand within-patch competition. Nonetheless, models of habitat modification and pathogen treatment (by vaccination or chemotherapy) give broadly similar conclusions and focus attention on the importance of scaling within-host/patch outcomes to the population level.
In this article, we have critically examined the proposition that the differential effectiveness of vaccine is the causal mechanism for strain replacement. This perception is contradicted by theoretical studies that suggest strain replacement may occur even if the vaccine is equally and fully effective against all strains. Replacement occurs when vaccination has opposing effects on the fitness of the two strains-it decreases the fitness of the stronger strain and increases the fitness of the weaker strain (quantified by the invasion reproduction number). Differential effectiveness can lead to replacement, but other trade off mechanisms can also be responsible for such replacement, even for broad-spectrum vaccines. Superinfection and co-infection are two such mechanisms covered here. Future studies should examine other trade off mechanisms involving crossimmunity, vertical transmission and virulence tradeoffs (Gandon et al. 2001) . Understanding strain replacement requires a close analysis of the interplay of within-host and population-level processes.
Mathematical models can crystallize the basic mechanisms driving strain replacement and highlight unappreciated extensions to these mechanisms. Here we have focused on strain replacement in the strong sense-when one of the strains persists and the other goes extinct-so that they exchange their roles as a result of vaccination. This focus on persistence and extinction is typical of theoretical explorations in ecology, because persistence and extinction are much simpler to characterize theoretically than predicting the prevalence of disease at an endemic multi-strain equilibrium (but see Dushoff 1999) . Future modelling should focus on the relative prevalence of coexisting pathogen variants and on vaccine-induced changes in relative prevalence. This will permit comparison with a wide range of observed disease systems where different strains change in prevalence but manage to coexist both before and after vaccination.
Vaccines that are equally and highly effective against all variants of a given pathogen, such as the Review. Pathogen strain replacement M. Martcheva et al. 9 decrease the probability of strain replacement. However, even if we make our vaccines completely effective against all pathogen strains, we cannot necessarily prevent strain replacement (Iannelli et al. 2005) , particularly if the population is vaccinated at a rate below the persistence thresholds of individual strains. In practice, an integrative approach is required. Making our vaccines capable of protecting against all known strains of a pathogen should be coupled with a sufficiently high vaccination rate if we hope to eradicate particular infectious diseases. Many diseases now are represented by multiple strains, often distinct from the ones used in the vaccines. For instance, the rising incidence of Bordetella pertussis may reflect the spread of more strains (Pereira et al. 2005) . Even in the absence of vaccine strategies that can minimize the probability of pathogen strain replacement, we should update vaccines more regularly. This updating is now done only for influenza, based on thorough surveillance and intricate predictive techniques which allow for the preparation of the annual vaccine before the start of the flu season. Using mathematical theory to strengthen strategies of vaccine delivery, however, is still in its infancy despite many studies on both the population dynamics ( Nokes & Swinton 1995; Moneim & Greenhalgh 2005 ) and evolutionary dynamics (Gandon et al. 2001; Lipsitch 2002) of pathogens under the influence of vaccine programmes. The perspective presented here emphasizes the need to consider withinhost processes such as superinfection and co-infection when attempting to unravel the causes driving strain replacement due to vaccination.
APPENDIX A. THE BASELINE MODEL
The model considered in Iannelli et al. (2005) is structured by the time since vaccination. We include here its ordinary differential equation version that is based on a classical SIS epidemic model with superinfection . The number of susceptible individuals at time t is given by S(t), the number of individuals infected with strain 1 is given by I(t), and the number of individuals infected with strain 2 is given by J(t). The model takes the form
where V(t) is the number of vaccinated individuals at time t and NZSCICJCV is the total population. The parameters are as follows: L is the birth/recruitment rate, m is the natural death rate and b i is the contact rate of strain i. The parameter d describes the coefficient of reduction or enhancement of infection at superinfection; e.g. d could be less than 1 because crossimmunity from the immune system's encounter with strain 1 affects strain 2. Finally, g i is the recovery rate from strain i, and j is the vaccination rate (Hadeler & Castillo-Chavez 1995) . As stated in the text, we assume that vaccine prevents infection rather than lowering the virulence or transmission rate of vaccinated individuals. Rather than modelling vaccination at birth (where vaccination would be represented as a proportional reduction in the birth rate L between 0 and 1), we assume a constant rate of vaccination of susceptible individuals j. In this case, the fraction of individuals vaccinated in a disease-free population is given by fZj/(jCm). This model assumes that individuals infected with strain 2 can get superinfected with strain 1, but not vice versa. Vaccinated individuals are completely protected from both strains. The reproduction numbers of the two strains are R i ðjÞ Z b i m ðm C g i Þðm C jÞ ; i Z 1; 2;
both decreasing with increasing vaccination rate j (Iannelli et al. 2005) . Reproduction numbers are independent of the parameters governing superinfection, as superinfection does not lead to infection of susceptible individuals. The corresponding invasion reproduction numbers, however, are not independent of the superinfection process, since they measure the number of secondary infections one strain i-infected individual will produce in a population where strain j is at equilibrium. The invasion reproduction number of strain 1 is given bŷ R 1 Z R 1 ð0Þ R 2 ð0Þ C dR 1 ð0Þ 1K 1 R 2 ðjÞ
:
As the vaccination rate j increases,R 1 decreases. Thus, vaccination decreases the invasion capabilities of strain 1. In contrast, the invasion reproduction number of strain 2 iŝ
ðm C g 2 Þ C ðm C g 1 ÞR 1 ð0Þd 1K 1 R 1 ðjÞ :
A close look at this invasion reproduction number reveals that it is an increasing function of the vaccination rate. Hence, vaccination increases the invasion capabilities of strain 2. The reason for this effect is that when the two strains coexist, increasing the vaccination rate decreases the number of individuals infected with strain 1. This in turn reduces the rate of superinfections, benefiting strain 2. This produces an overall increase in infections with strain 2 (figure 1).
Comparable phenomena can emerge in other models with superinfection (e.g. Hochberg & Holt 1990 , which uses density-dependent transmission).
